Convergence of selected inputs from sensory afferents to trigeminal premotor neurons with possible projections to masseter motoneurons in the rabbit.
Peripheral input convergence on trigeminal premotor neurons in the vicinity of trigeminal motor nucleus has been investigated. Thirty neurons were identified by their antidromic responses to microstimulation of the masseteric subnucleus of trigeminal motor nucleus (NVmot-mass). Peripheral receptive fields were found in the buccal mucosae, periodontal ligaments, palate, tongue and vibrissae for 16 neurons located in the intertrigeminal area (NVint), supratrigeminal area (NVs), main sensory trigeminal nucleus (NVsnpr) and subnucleus gamma of the oral nucleus of the spinal trigeminal tract (NVspo-gamma). Eleven neurons in the NVint, NVs and NVspo-gamma responded to passive jaw opening: nine neurons were activated and two were inhibited. None of the neurons responded to both the orofacial mechanical stimulation and passive jaw opening. Forty-six percent of neurons (13 out of 28 tested) received inputs from the inferior alveolar nerve (IAN) and 53% of neurons (8 out of 15 tested) received inputs from the infraorbital nerve (ION). Out of 15 neurons tested for inputs from the IAN and ION, 7 neurons in the NVsnpr and NVspo-gamma received input from both. Sixteen percent of neurons (4 out of 25) received inputs from the masseteric nerve (MassN). None of the neurons with inputs from IAN and/or ION also received inputs from the MassN. We suggest that trigeminal premotor interneurons with projections to the NVmot-mass fall into two broad categories, those with inputs from the IAN and/or ION and those with inputs from the MassN, possibly muscle spindle afferents, and no neuron receiving inputs from both.